
Rex What ?? Rabbit ?
There is a great fur that has been popular in Europe

for many years and it is becoming more and more

popular here. We have carried it at Barnes for years

and customers are starting to notice and appreciate it.

It’s called Rex Rabbit. I think that it has taken so long

for people to notice it, because

when people think of Rabbit they

aren’t thinking of a nice fur. They

remember the regular domestic

Rabbit jackets of the 70's and

80's. Those jackets were great

looking. But you only had to wear

it for a few minutes to see fur

everywhere; fur in the air, on your

clothes and car seats. Also they

didn’t last very long. The pelts

were not very strong and it was

easy to have rips and tears after

they were just a couple years old.

So those jackets gave “Rabbit” a

bad reputation. As soon as you

heard rabbit, you weren’t

interested in the rest. Rex Rabbit couldn’t be more

different. First it doesn’t shed. You can wear it with any

color or fabric and not worry about all the fur flying

everywhere. The pelt is much stronger and with care it

will last for years without any issue. It also feels almost

as plush as Chinchilla. Now if you put Chinchilla next

to Rex Rabbit there is no competition. Chinchilla is the

softest thing on this earth. But Rex rabbit is awesome.

So you should look for Rex Rabbit items. It is a whole

different item than the Rabbit of the past. Some stores

and companies try to promote it using different names

instead of Rabbit. Either they use the scientific name

or use a different language to not

use the word rabbit. But I think

people should recognize the

difference. Oh and some stores

still carry the regular Rabbit

accessories. They are cheaper for

good reason and you will see the

fur fly with a little shake. The

majority of the accessories at

Barnes: scarves, hats, wraps,

blankets are Rex rabbit. Yes and I

said blankets. The blankets are

amazing. We have more colors

now than ever. Our Rex Rabbit

ladder scarves we have on sale for

$45.00, make a great gift for

yourself or someone special. The

newest item is our Rex Rabbit beanie hat pictured

here and they are sale for $99.00. We are starting to

carry more Rex Rabbit jackets since the popularity is

increasing so much for this fur. Next time in the store

ask us to show you the blankets. It is the ultimate

luxury to have in front of the TV.
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One of the Great Sales !
We have all sorts of sales at Barnes Furs. Some

we repeat and some we don’t. I think there is one

sale we don’t promote enough. Every February

we have the our flex pay sale. We have called it

by different names; we call it the BF-Account or

Barnes Furs Account currently. I am amazed how

many customers don’t know about it. So every

February you can take a fur that you want at

Barnes with its end of season sales price and we

divide the total into 9 monthly equal payments.

There is no credit check. There is no fee or

interest. It is the best way to get that fur your

have been thinking about and want to make sure

you have it for the next wearing season. So a

$2,000.00 purchase is 9 monthly payments of

$222.22. The fur stays in our cold storage vault

and is ready to be picked up in October, the

beginning of fall.  The customer can send in

checks each month, stop by the store with cash,

or we can set up an auto charge on your credit

card so you don’t have to do anything. We

usually mail out monthly statements so you know

your balance, but can also keep those here at the

store if we want to keep the purchase secret. We

can also adjust the payments to suit your needs.

If you want to pay more down to make the

monthly payments less or if you would like to

make smaller monthly payments with a larger

final payment. The account is flexible. And you

can do this with next year’s Christmas present

too. With a Christmas present we can keep the

fur till December and pick it up wrapped and

ready for the tree. What makes this even better,

the fur is returnable for a refund or exchange

until Jan 6th 2023. So at the end of our sales

season, don’t forget that fur you saw. Put it away

for next year with the ease of our BF-Account

flex pay.
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